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I HAD THE ANSWER

..in a giant heap of rubble, and a cloud of dust that refused
to settle or dissipate. As I stared at the screen, I became
dimly aware of the deathly silence in the room. Everyone
was in shock. Then, abruptly, my mother’s simple question cut
through the air, ”Why would someone do this ?”
I had no answer.
I could hardly sleep that night. Countless replays of the
passenger jets, such a common sight in the skies above my own
home, crashing into the towers, and sending them crashing to
the ground, haunted me. But what really gripped me were the
cries of the people in the building as they tried to escape from
the falling debris, and the tearful faces of those who frantically searched for their loved ones in what looked like a
war zone. The next day, too, the television brought us more
pictures of despair. I felt gloomy and sick. The courage and
spirit of the rescue workers and volunteers shone through ......
[ ... para about celebrations in palestine, pakistan etc, then
watch as the grief changes to rage]
Slowly, I felt the feelings within me change. Like a distant but rapidly approaching avalanche, anger came to me. It
was as if the melancholy strains of woe were steadily drowned
out by the roar of rage. The images I had seen flashing in my
head and were enlivened further as they glared back from the
television screens and newspapers everywhere. Where just a
couple of minutes previously I was wondering what it was that
impelled people to indulge in such madness, now my fury was
taking no prisoners and asking no questions. I wanted to see
those responsible for the ghastly crime die, and die a slow
painful and gory death. I burned to see the evil smiles wiped
off those bearded faces, and hear the vicarious laughter turn
to shrieks of terror. Nothing short of public capital punish2

ment, the kind meted out in the Islamic fundamental states
would quench my blood lust. And in my dark flight of fancy,
I gloated in the perverse pleasure of seeing the perpetrators’
faces, as they faced the moment of truth, struck with regret,
disbelief and horror, the same horror that they had brought
to many an innocent face. And suddenly, in a flash of reason, I
saw the picture my enraged imagination had painted, and froze.
I had the answer.
It all made sense. As I saw my own insanely chilling craving
for violent retribution, it was like staring at someone else
in the mirror. All it had taken to incite these unrecognizable feelings of hatred within me, were a few pictures in a
21 inch black box. Would the realization of this passion for
vengeance do me, or for that matter, anyone else, any good
? Would it rid the world of the menace of terrorism ? On
the contrary, the spilling of more blood would only serve as
fuel for the inferno, that starts as a concept in the deranged
mind and will not end even after billions of innocent people
have been slain and all the towers of human achievement lie
in smoldering heaps.
I am not alone in my thoughts and whims. Many a witness
to the massacre of Black Tuesday will feel the same ravaging
wrath. There have already been incidents of communist violence in United States and elsewhere. This is the way and the
objective of the terrorists. Their acts are like a deadly and
contagious disease. No terrorist was ever born with this affliction. It is a continuous exposure to the fanatical ideas of
the evil regime that imbibes the curse of hatred within a human
soul, and creates a terrorist. Most of us have seen on television, how militants are initiated into the line of their deadly
duty. These are no contract killers; neither are they fighting
for pride. <From a very young age, they are shown graphic
visuals of isolated incidents of oppression by the capitalist
states>. They are convinced that the advanced countries are
responsible for all the strife in their lives. Political propaganda is fueled and heightened by religious delusions, in a blatant distortion of the actual texts. The mindless slaughter is
seen as an act of God, and glorified as such in its aftermath,
with all the pleasures of paradise in store for the ’martyrs’.
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There can be no doubt that war has already been declared.
And I, like most others, want to see the perpetrators brought
to justice in a manner befitting of their heinous crime. But I
do not believe that a great show of military might, and the
indiscriminate killing of people will deal a serious blow to
the terrorist regime. The people behind this attack certainly
do not see the unnecessary loss of human life as a major deterrent. A forceful military retaliation will only serve in
furthering the cause of those who wish to showcase America
as an evil empire, and more terrorists will be bred with these
notions. The war is not one of religious faiths, although certain individuals and groups may portray it as such to suit their
own fanatical causes. It is a war that has been declared upon
human decency, values, morals and enterprise. For those who
oppose the terrorists, victory has an entirely different meaning. The end of the war would in itself be a triumph of good
over evil. And military domination will not bring about this
end. We must call upon all our ...
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217TH PAGE OF AUTOBIOGRAPHY

happiest days of my life.
My promotion brought with it several new responsibilities,
some managerial but mostly technical. This rather suited me,
for it provided a platform and a space for my ideas to grow,
develop and take shape. It was the first time in my career
that I had the opportunity to fully utilize the knowledge I
had gleaned during all those years of college. My position
provided scope and incentive for out-of-the box thought and
original scientific study. This was what I had always wanted
to do. This was where I had always wanted to be, a position
which in the past had often seemed like a distant dream. Now
I had a chance to expand my horizons and set higher standards
for myself.
The nascent euphoria of my achievements was quickly blown
aside by a deluge of assignments and deadlines, perhaps a deliberate reminder by my superiors of their existence. My situation was nothing they hadn’t seen before. To test the ability to rise to challenges that they felt they had discerned
in me (probably the factor that earned my out-of line promotion) and perhaps also to check any complacency that might
creep in, I was assigned to the company’s latest venture: an AIenabled piloting system to be used in mining operations. The
project involved the very bleeding edge of technology, concepts and procedures that were unheard of when I joined the
industry. A great deal of my time and energy was, therefore
devoted to hardcore research. Of course, it was also a new
experience heading a team and setting targets of my own.
The work was difficult and progress rather slow, sometimes
to the point of frustration, but never wearisome or insipid.
Even so, it came as a welcome surprise when one day I opened an
e-mail from X, inviting me to his apartment that weekend. Several members of our motley high-school bunch, he said were in
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town and were eager to get together. The mail closed with a
typical death threat, warning me of dire consequences should
I not show up.
My initial excitement soon drifted away into a wistful daydream, as the memories flooded into my mind. High school is
perhaps the most paradoxical time of a person’s life. Realization is tinted/laced with confusion as the desire to take wing
and the stubborn reluctance to let go, both make their presence felt. The lazy youthful nonchalance must at some point
give way to strong youthful diligence. Decisions are taken and
choices are made that decide the course one’s life will take.
We made those choices together. Not all of us made the
same choices, though. We came from different backgrounds
and covered a wide spectrum of interests and aptitudes. There
were those of us, such as X and myself, who maintained a good
academic record and went on to complete our education from
prestigious institutions. While both of us went into technical fields, there were others who ventured into management,
arts and journalism. Then there was Y, a natural athlete who
went on to represent the country in various track and field
events. Some of us struggled, and met with setbacks and disappointments before settling into roles which may or may not
have suited them in the long run.
Often, I am led to wonder what it was that bound such a
heterogeneous group of individuals together. Our diverse cultural backgrounds and economic situations never came in the
way of our friendship. In fact, it was not so much a tightknit, exclusive group as a network of friends. We welcomed
additions to our gang. Probably what kept us going was the
implicit nature of the relationship we shared; the focus was
not on the relationship itself but rather on the people who
made it happen. We did not seek to brand or judge each other’s
character. Everyone was appreciated for who he or she was.
Nobody had to compromise on his or her identity and integrity
to be accepted. It was a very special affection that we shared
- unconditional and honest. We taught each other so much,
without ever realizing it.
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The attitudes that I imbibed during those magical years
helped me greatly in my life. When I arrived at U Penn, it
took me little time to befriend people who had come from all
over the world. My nervousness melted away as I found so
many others like myself who had come.
pg 217
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